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Providing a balanced and innovative international education that enables students to
achieve their individual potential while preparing them to be successful citizens who
make positive contributions to society and the world.
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Head of School Message 
 

Dear Parents and Students

Greetings!  

What a super start to the school day today! 

I had the opportunity to join the Secondary School Jamii which was energetic and informative!

Thank you Ms MB! 
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The Primary Team also held their Jamii today  

On my way back to the office, I walked past the Early Years department and in the distance I

could see and hear them in action at their Jamii.  

This morning was a lovely example of how we create a sense of community within our school,

where students and teachers connect with each other and share stories, life lessons, remind

ourselves of our important values and show care and kindness!   

Have a relaxing weekend and enjoy time together as a family. 

   

Kind regards 

Mr Mark McCarthy 

"Education is the most powerful weapon that you can use to change the world." Nelson Mandela
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What a delight! 

We so enjoyed the Primary Play, let's hear what the Year 7s had to say.

“I loved the dancing because it was fun to watch.” Shamsa

“It’s obvious that they put a lot of effort into it because the story was well
written.” Nisan

“I really liked the chameleon because she did a great job playing her part.” Eva

“It was funny and I really liked the dancing and singing.” Maria

“I really liked how the animals taught the kids lessons.” Lotta

“They chose good music and the movements of the dancing was good.”
Fazlun
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“I liked the hyena singing because she had an amazing voice.” Humaina

“I really liked that the script was written beautifully by the students.” Tumaini 
 

LOST ON SAFARI ICE CREAM TREAT AND A THANK YOU TO THE PRIMARY
TEAM 
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Parent Coffee Morning

On Thursday we held a Parent Coffee morning. We had four parents attend.
Thank you for coming to listen to our ISZ work in progress and also, thank you

for your constructive feedback regarding a broad range of school related
topics. 

 
Keep an eye out for the next Parent Coffee Morning. Ahsante!

 

 
Student Council Bake Sale

Delicious 'goodies' were sold at break today by our Student Council. Good job! 
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Student Stepping Up

The first recipient of the ISZ Secondary Stepping Up Award  is …….(drum roll)
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Mohammed Salum Mbarak 

 
 

A student is recognised as Stepping Up when they bring their best academic
efforts and positive attitude to every class every day. 

Mohammed, who is a quiet spoken, respectful student shared, “I am motivated
by my parents.” Mohammed is a role model, he arrives at school on time,
wearing the appropriate school uniform each day. Well done Mohammed!

UPCOMING EVENTS

Office hours are from 07:30-15:30 Monday to
Friday.
18th February - Teachers' In-service Day - NO
SCHOOL FOR STUDENTS

Nurture. Empower. Lead.
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Our mailing address is: 
info@isz.co.tz 

 
Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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